
SIZE - Height x Width FX-A
DIMENSIONS- Hauteur x Largeur

MX
FX-B

PX

24" x 16"   (  61  x    41cm) $109.50 $184.25 $147.25
24" x 24"   (  61  x    61cm) $173.50 $270.00 $216.00
24" x 32"   (  61  x    81cm) $274.50 $414.50 $331.50
24" x 48"   (  61  x  122cm) $306.00 $445.50 $356.50
32" x 24"   (  81  x    61cm) $274.50 $414.50 $331.50
36" x 24"   (  91  x    61cm) $301.50 $447.50 $357.75
36" x 48"   (  91  x  122cm) $543.00 $819.50 $655.50
48" x 24"   (122  x    61cm) $306.00 $445.50 $356.50
48" x 36"   (122  x    91cm) $543.00 $819.50 $655.50
48" x 48"   (122  x  122cm) $582.50 $826.75 $661.25
48" x 72"   (122  x  183cm) $980.00 $1387.50 $1155.00
60" x 72"   (152  x  183cm) $1223.75 $1734.75 $1529.00

Add 10% to prices for colored rubbergroove other than black.
Floor & Desk Stands for above boards see p.21.
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FRAME COLOR/FINISH 
Regular finish: Anodized Aluminum.
Optional finishes (add 20% to all prices): Satin Gold, Satin Black,
Gloss Gold, Statuary Bronze, Bright Aluminum, Gloss Black, etc.
BOARD SURFACE
Regular surface: Rubbergroove (as shown in frames above).
Optional board surfaces: see descriptions & pricing details at left.

Wall mounted/Open face - Tableaux muraux

Rubbergroove Change-a-Letter Directory Boards

Illustrated:
24" x 36" Rubbergroove Board
Style ‘MX’
Black Rubbergroove and 
Black Frame

CORK BACKGROUND
As an option you can choose 1/4"

thick natural cork background by
adding “CORK” to catalog no. Deduct
30% from table prices for your
desired size.

SYNTHETIC CORK
Synthetic colored cork

background available as an option in
many colors. Same price as black
rubbergroove.

PERFORATED PANEL
Also available as an option is

perforated plastic board for
Condensed Gothic letters and peg-
board accessories. Specify “PER”.
Deduct 15% from table prices.

BLUE
TAN

SAND
GREEN

PX  Traditional deluxe frame.
3/4" (19mm) w. x 3/4" (19mm) d.
Brushed Satin Aluminum or
Standard Aluminum. Other 
colors on request. 

MX  Micro frame suitable for
any changeable letter sign or
as a replacement insert in
other frames. 1/4" (6mm) w. x
5/8" (16mm) d. Brushed side
and polished front available in
Silver, Gold, Black. Other 
colors on request.

FX-A  Modern extruded 
frame with rounded corners.
5/8" (16mm) w. x 1/2" (13mm) d.
Satin Black or Satin Aluminum
Other colors on request.

FX-B  Mitered molding. 1/2"
(13mm) w. x 5/8" (16mm) d.
Ridged Aluminum or Natural
Aluminum. Other colors on
request. 
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In Natural anodized aluminum (optional color/finishes, see below)

To Order: Specify Rubbergroove or one of  the following options:

1

2

3
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Perfect for
Directories, Announcements, Menus, Rates, etc.

BLACK RUBBERGROOVE BOARD (Specify board style & dimensions)

3 board surface options:

Available in 4 frame styles:

19C


